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EPUB is Here to Stay.
In Fact, It’s Everywhere.



THEN:
“EPUB is just for trade books.”

“EPUB 3 sounds good but 
it doesn’t work anywhere.”



NOW:
“EPUB is used for that?!?”
“EPUB is used where?!?!”



EPUB has become 
an essential part 
of the global 
publishing
ecosystem.



E-MANGA



EPUB is not just for trade books.



TEXTBOOKS



Educational publishers are 
updating their infrastructures 

to enable print+platform+products.
Many are built on the Open Web Platform 

to align with HTML5 and EPUB.
Case in point: 

Cambridge Elevate.
Designed from the ground up to be EPUB-based. 

But it’s way more than books.
EPUBs are input, not output.





EPUB is not just for books.



DOCUMENTS AND 
GOV’T PUBLICATIONS



Google Docs export EPUBs.
Japanese official documents are EPUBs.

The EU Publications Office 
has created thousands of EPUBs 

for an incredible range of publications 
for all the countries in the EU 

and in many languages.
[But stay tuned for their presentation tomorrow: 

they’re already forging ahead to the next generation!]



JOURNALS



Coming soon:
Scholarly journals.

Atypon 
hosts 40% of the world’s peer-reviewed journals.

In an upcoming release they’re implementing 
a Readium-based EPUB reader in the browser 

and will generate EPUBs automatically 
from content submitted in their XML spec 

and FXL EPUB from PDFs.



EPUB is becoming 
“embedded technology.”



BROWSERS & OS’s



iBooks in iOS supports EPUB.
Google Play on Android supports EPUB.

MS Edge [late beta] supports EPUB.
Windows 10 Creators Update 
[coming in April] supports EPUB.

“EPUB support from Apple, Google, and Microsoft 
means we’re getting close to ubiquity.” 

—Bill McCoy



EPUB is not just for delivery.



EPUB IN WORKFLOWS



Authoring rich educational content 
is complicated.

Quiz and test content. 
Multimedia. 

Interactive features.
VSC is not the only authoring platform, 

but makes these things so easy 
that teachers can use it to create course content.

And it’s all based on EPUB.



EPUB is essential for accessibility.



ACCESSIBLE CONTENT



The cost, delay, and waste involved in providing 
students accessible content is tragic.

EPUB changes all that.
EPUB Accessibility 1.0 

is now a referenceable baseline spec. 
Benetech is developing certification and feedback.
“About 50% of our text conversion work is journals. 

If we got EPUB it would likely reduce our work 
by 85% for standard stuff and 70% for STEM.” 

—Jamie Axelrod, Arizona State Univ.



Publishers with well structured EPUB 3s are 
close to having accessible content without realizing it.

Workflows that produce EPUB 3 
are close to producing fully accessible EPUBs.

We’re getting close to the time when publications are 
Born Accessible

and when people who need accessible publications 
get the same thing everybody gets.

Thanks to EPUB.
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